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A COUNTEREXAMPLE IN A UNIQUE CONTINUATION PROBLEM

THOMAS H. WOLFF
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following result. Part (b) complements work of Jerison-Kenig [3] and the author [6, 8] .
Namely, the analogous question for Schrodinger type inequalities is whether there can be a function satisfying | A u\ < V\u\ with V G L d / 2 and vanishing to infinite order at the origin, and in [3] this is shown to be impossible in all dimensions d > 3. In [8] it is shown that there is no function satisfying the inequality of (b) and vanishing on an open set, and in [6] it is shown that if d < 4 there is no function satisfying this inequality and vanishing to infinite order at a point. Analogous positive results are also known for the inequality in (a): see for example Pan [4] where it is shown that there is no function vanishing to infinite order at the origin and satisfying lA^I^CI^I -2 !^!, an d
also that examples as in (a) are impossible when d=2. Note that we leave it open whether such examples exist when d=3 and more significantly do not answer the question of what is the best L p exponent to replace d in (b). It's not clear to us whether d + e should work or whether possibly the exponent ^Y^ obtained in [6] is optimal. There is a procedure going back to Plis (e.g. [5] ) and P. Cohen for constructing such counterexamples and we will follow this procedure here, at least in principle. It can be thought of as taking place in two stages: a finite construction followed by an iteration. Section 1 of this paper contains the finite construction and Section 2 contains the iteration. We will use the notation x < y to mean that x < Cy where C is a constant depending only on the dimension or other clearly specified quantities, and x & y for "£< y 8indy<x".
We are expending quite a lot of effort to gain comparatively little, since it is easy (in any R d ) to find functions u : R d -» R vanishing to infinite order at the origin and such that T^T £ L p for all p < d. On the other hand, in order to prove Theorem 1 it is necessary to work with highly oscillatory functions, for reasons which are discussed at the end of [7] , and it seems unlikely (to the author at least) that there is a way of doing this which does not involve a fair amount of calculation.
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1. PROOF OF THEOREM 1, PART 1.
In this section we prove Lemma 1.1 stated below.
We always assume d > 3, and denote variables in M d by x = (x, x) with x G M 2 and x £ R d~2 . We identify x with the complex number Xi + 1x2, and define r, 6 and p by x = (rcos0,rsmO) and \x\ = p. We let a and /3 be two small positive constants to be specified later and define A n = {x £ R d :
1 -a < r < 1 + a,/9 < /Sn" 1 / 2 }, 
(ii) supp Au n C A^.
(hi) |Au n |<r n onA n .
(iv) I V^nl Z rn on A n .
Remark. 1) The constants in (iii) and (iv) are of course independent of n.
2) The "shape" of the A n (two long sides, d -2 short sides) should be compared to known counterexamples involving Carleman inequalities and related oscillatory integrals, e.g. [1, 2] .
3) An immediate consequence of (ii), (hi), (iv) is that || |^r t [ \\ d < n~^d~2\ This is best possible, in the sense that there is a constant C such that any function u n with A^n G C^o(]R d \{0}) and satisfying (i) must also satisfy lli^ti lU ^ Cn~^d~2\ This is a consequence of a Carleman inequality proved in Lemma 3.1 of [6] -see [9] for further discussion. where we are identifying x with xi + 1x2 as previously discussed. Up to a multiplicative constant Q n is the potential of the measure e ine d6 1 so is harmonic except on {x : r = l,p = 0} and vanishes at infinity. Q n obeys the following symmetries:
It follows that Q n has the form
The function d n is real since the definition (1) shows Q n is real on the Xi axis.
Let q n be the degree n Taylor polynomial of Q n at the origin. The symmetry (2) is valid for q n and it follows that q n has the form The properties we need for w n are given in the next lemma. 
(ii) Aw n = 0. (iii) w n (x) -a n (r, p)r n e m9 where a n satisfies: let R n -{1 -4e < r < 1 + 4e, p < n-1 / 2 }\{l -2e < r < 1 + 2e, p < (f ) 1/2 }. Then
\^\ + nl^\ <C (6,e) , x G R n , dr dp 1 A (9) -< |a n | < 2, ifx e R n and p > (-) 1/2 .
Remark. The set R n is of course a rectangle containing the singularities of w n with a smaller such rectangle deleted. The estimates (7)-(9) say that as long as one stays away from the singularities, a n will be a slowly varying "amplitude" function. Furthermore, as indicated by (9) a n will be bounded away from zero and actually will be a small perturbation of the constant function -1 provided p is kept bounded below by a constant multiple of n~^.
These properties give a lower bound on |Vw n |, since |V(r n e m^) | is of course large. This will eventually imply (iv) of Lemma 1.1 for the function u n defined by (19) below.
In fact, it is clear from the definitions that
and d n (r, p) will turn out to be small when p is on the order of n 2. This will follow from Lemma 1.6(i) and the bound for (^) n given by Lemma 1.5(i).
Proof of Lemma 1.2. The symmetries (2) and (3) are clearly also valid for w n and imply that w n is even if n is even and odd if n is odd, since #_ x = 9 X + TT.
Next Q n -q n is (9(|x| n ) at 00 since Q n is bounded and q n is a polynomial of degree n. Consequently w n is (9(|x| n ) at 00. Q n -q n is (!?(|x| n+1 ) at 0 by Taylor's theorem and therefore w n is C?(|x| n+1 ) at 0. But w n is even or odd depending on n and it follows that there are no degree n +1 terms in its Taylor expansion. So w n is C?(|x| n+2 ) at 0. This proves (i). To prove (ii), observe that q n is harmonic since Q n is harmonic near 0 (or by (4) ). It follows that
Qn -qn is harmonic except on r = 1, p = 0 and therefore w n is harmonic on its domain E d \{l -e < r < 1 + e,p = 0}. It is clear from (4) , (5) , (6) that w n has the form a n (r, p)r n e in6 , so we only need to show that c^ 7^ 0 and to prove the estimates (7)- (9).
We fix We take the branches which are positive when £ = -1.
Proof of Lemma 1.3. We have
so in view of the remark before the proof we can write Proof. Clearly cffl = lim r^o 'r~nQ n {r 1 0,... ,0). Since a;(r, 0) = r we have
If d -3, the integral can be moved onto the segment [0,1], i.e.
t dx x
This easily implies |c^| ~ n -1//2 as claimed. Also c^ can be evaluated using the residue theorem at the pole -1, leading to c^4 ) = 27r for all n, again as claimed. When d > 5 the integral is less easy to work with, so we proceed as follows: denoting Q n (r,0,... ,0) by r^(r), the definition (1) implies The lemma now follows from the three and four dimensional cases by induction
We want to use Lemma 1.3 to do asymptotics for Q n . We need some bounds for a;, which we formulate as a lemma.
("i) 1^ (7)1 ^ 1-(iv) ||;(^)|<( n zfe) 2^e nr<l. 
The first term on the right side is min(r, -). Estimating the second term 
provided |<r<2, p <l and |1 -r| + p > ^.
Proof. Lemma 1.3 implies that 
Therefore \d n (r, P )-c^r-^(u^-u)-^^r\
The integral is easily seen to be < n%~3 ( the main contribution is when ICI > 1 -£) and (i) follows.
Note that (i) implies (14) KlSnl-V-1 -*)-^-)" r since \c^\ w n^~2 and the right side of (i) is lower order since a; -1 -cv > ^ by Lemma 1.5(ii). The right side of (ii) dominates the right side of (14), so by the product rule it suffices to prove (ii) with d n replaced by r^'~1d n on the left hand side. With the same ^i as before we have
Here ^(a,"' -wCy'^l < Ifel K 1 -wCI"* which is < IfKa," 1 -w)"*, as above. Using (iii) of Lemma 1.5 we may bound the first term on the right side of (15) by (^HuT 1 -u)-* £ IC^C -ir^lCP^1 < n*-2 (^r(a;" 1 -a;)"*.
The second term is similarly < n^-1 (^) n (u;-1 -a;)-(^) ||:(^)| and (ii) follows, (iii) may be done essentially the same: taking the p derivative of (13) , then putting absolute values inside leads to 
J s s
We assume (r,/9) belongs to R n and e is small and n large. Then (j, f) will satisfy the hypotheses of Lemmas 1.5 and 1.6, e.g. ^ G (|,2). Formula 
We now prove (7). Namely, if (r 5 p) G i? n , 1 -e < 5 < In the next to last inequality we used (17) in the same way as in the proof of (7). Since p < n" on R n it follows that n* j^j < C(<5, e) as claimed in (8) .
We now prove the bound for -^ in (8) . We differentiate (16) for r:
da n dr dd n ,r p ds
= (c«)-'/*.(»)f(^)
We now proceed as before, estimating ^ via Lemma 1.6(ii). This gives da, where
\^\< J UsX^n^1 -^ds + n J MsX^T^-1 -u;)-^^(s)ds.
K(S) =
or s s < if s < '^rrf ifs>r by Lemma 1.5 (hi), (iv). The first integral may be estimated by C(<5, e) just as in the proof of (7): the only difference is the exponent -| instead of -(^p).
We omit the details of this and will now consider the second integral. We split it into / s>r and / s<r , and substitute in the bound for K and the bound uj- 1 The s > r integral here may be estimated by C(£, e) as before (again the only difference is in the exponent of |s -r| + p). We therefore have , <9a n , dr js<r 
< C(6,e)(l + np 2 ) '-\ < C{6,e){l + nf) + n[ Ua)(\s -r\ + p)-^\^Yds
\^\<C(6,e)(l + n p i + nj s J S -rds).
The integral here is < -, so |^|<C(5,e)(l + np 2 ) and now we are done, since by assumption p < n~ * Q Proof of Lemma 1.1. We start by constructing the function u n . Let 7 be a sufficiently small positive constant to be specified later. Un(x) = -(x n (r,p)a n (r,p)r n cos n6> + Xn(^*,P*)ttn(^*,P*) r * sin n^* )-It is clear that u n is even if n is even and odd if n is odd and has property (i)
of Lemma 1. (ii) le-Otl^Cipy/z + z).
(iii) \p-p*\<Cfi.
V / 1 dr dr* ly n' I r dO r* 80* I -
Furthermore if \ <r <2 then
Proof. For (i)-(v) the relevant properties of the e l and el are that woe r+oe* *'
Now argue as in the proof of (hi). on A n , provided we have chosen 8 < 7.
We now prove (vi). The definition of el shows that
E<^i>
We now prove (iii). Constants in this argument may depend on everything except n. We have
A(xn(r, p)a n (r, p)r n cos nO)
= A(xn(r, p)K(r, p)r n cos(n0) + 2 y (Xn(r, p)) • vK(r, /?)r n cos(n^)) = A(xn(^ p))a n (r, p)r n cos n<9 + 2 v (Xn(^ p)) * Vfanfa p))r n cos nl9 +2a n (r, p)-^(r, p)^7 1 -1 cos n^. ar The various terms here may be bounded by nr n using the derivative bounds on p and q n and the estimates in Lemma 1.2 (iii). Namely, | A x n | < n and \a n \ < 1 on R n (note that i? n contains the set where Xn 7^ 0), so the first term is < nr n . Likewise | V Xnl ^ n^5 an d | V a n\ ^ ^ on i? n , so the second term is ^ nr n . Finally the last term is ^ nr n since |-^r| ^ 1 and \a n \ < 1 on i? n .
Similar estimates can of course be made for the second term in (19), so we conclude that |Au n |<r n + r;\ But this implies (hi) in view of (22).
To prove (iv) we first isolate the terms in \ju n where the derivative falls on r n cos n6 or r^sin n0*, i.e.
V «« = Xn{r, p)a n (r, /^"^(cos n^--sin nd--)
where Ei = -(v(Xn(^p)a>n{r,p))r n cos n6 + v(Xn(^*,P*)tt n (r*,p*))r^sin n6>*).
It is easily seen (using the bounds from Lemma 1.1 and the derivative bounds for Xm as in the proof of (hi)) that \Ei\ < C(5, e)n~2 (r n + r™), and therefore |J5i| < C{8,e)n-^r n by (22). Next, (22) , (23) , and (iv), (v) of Lemma 1.7
imply that
Irr^sin n^*^ + cos n0* --) -r^^sin n0-+ cos nO--)| < CV* with C an absolute constant. We therefore obtain (24) V u n = Xn(r, p)a n (r, p)^-1^ n(9--sin ^-QQ)
+ Xn{ r r*,p*)an(r* ) p*)r n~l {sinn6-+ cosn9--) + E 1 + E2 or r ou
with \Ei\< C(6,e)n~ir n and l^l < CV n |Xn(r*, p*)a n (r*, p # )\. By the triangle inequality I V^n| > J -C(<S,e)n~^r n -C7r n |xn(^,p*)a n (r*,p*)|, where J, the absolute value of the first two groups of terms on the right side of (24), may be calculated explicitly using that sin 2 n9 + cos 2 n0 = 1. This gives J = y/2r n -y(xn(r,p)a n (r,p)) 2 + {Xn{r*, p*)a n (r*, p*)) 2 > {\Xn(r,p)a-n (r y p)\.+ \Xn{r^p^a n (r^p^Dr 71 ' 1 .
Therefore, using the bounds for Ei and E2 and that r < 2, I V^n| > (^(\Xn(r,p)a n (r,p)\ + \xn(r^p*)a n (r^p*)\)
-ClflXnir*, p*)a n (r*,p*)\ -C(6,e)n *)r n .
The term involving 7 may be dropped if 7 has been chosen sufficiently small.
Furthermore estimate (9) implies that |xn(^ p)«n(^ p)|+|Xn(^* 5 P*)an(r*, p*)\> I provided 6 is small enough, since then either p or p* will be > 2(^)2 by Lemma 1.7(vi). Estimate (iv) now follows by taking n sufficiently large. □ 2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1, PART 2.
We first prove a certain genericity statement. Denote For this, consider the map
For z, j G {1,... , d} the pi -derivative of Z k (pjx) clearly vanishes identically if i ^ j, and if i = j vanishes only when pjX is a critical point of Z k \sd-i. (ii) supp(An n ) C A n . Given the claim, we may let p n be the terms of degree n in the polynomial p. The claim is probably fairly well known but we will sketch the proof since we do not know a reference. We use induction on n, where n is the smallest integer such that u(x) = 0(|x| n ) at oo. If n < 0 the statement is standard and follows from the removable singularities theorem for harmonic functions by using the Kelvin transform. Now suppose n > 1 and u(x) = 0(\x\ n ) at oo. Proof of Lemma 2.2. We claim first that Lemma 1.1 is valid with the additional conclusion that the degree n term in u n at oo and degree n + 2 term at 0 belong to W* and H* + 2 respectively.
For this, let u n be the function from Lemma 1.1 and p n and q n its degree n term at oo and degree n + 2 term at 0. By Lemma 2.1 the set and proceed the same.
3=1 j=l
To finish the proof of the lemma let u n be as in the claim and denote its degree n term at oo and degree n + 2 term at 0 by a n and b n respectively. Let Vn = u n -a n which is (!7(|x| n "* 2 ) at oo, 0(|x| n ) at 0, with the order n term at 0 being -a n . Consider the functions w n = u n -c n v n +i where e n is a small positive constant. w n is 0(|x| n ) at oo, 0(|a;| n+1 ) at 0, with the order n term at oo being a n and the order n + 1 term at 0 being e n a n+ i. Also supp Aw n C A n UA n +i = A n , and if e n is small then clearly (hi) and (iv) of Lemma 1.1 will hold for w^ Now define the function u n of Lemma 2.2 by u n -(rif<n 6 j) ' w n' Since u n is a scalar multiple of w n it has properties (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 2.2 and is (!?(|x| n ) at oo, (9(|x| n+1 ) at 0. The order n + 1 term in u n at 0 and order n + 1 term in ^n +1 at oo are both equal to (Il^n+i e i) ' a n+i so the proof is complete. □
We will now proceed more or less as in our earlier paper [7] , although the details are simpler in the present context. 
